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Abstract Recent trends in the insurance sector have highlighted the expansion of
large insurance firms into asset management. In addition to their historical liability
risk exposure associated with statutory activity, the growth of investment manage-
ment divisions has caused increasing exposure to financial market fluctuations. This
has led to stricter risk management requirements as reported in the Solvency II 2010
impact studies by the European Commission. The phenomenon has far-reaching
implications for the definition of optimal asset–liability management (ALM) strate-
gies at the aggregate level and for capital required by insurance companies. In
this chapter we present an ALM model which combines in a dynamic framework
an optimal strategic asset allocation problem for a large insurer and property and
casualty (P&C) business constraints and tests it in a real-world case study. The
problem is formulated as a multistage stochastic program (MSP) and the definition
of the underlying uncertainty model, including financial as well as insurance risk
factors, anticipates the model’s application under stressed liability scenarios. The
benefits of a dynamic formulation and the opportunities arising from an integrated
approach to investment and P&C insurance management are highlighted in this
chapter.

Keywords Property and casualty insurance · Asset–liability management ·
Multistage stochastic programming · Insurance liabilities

5.1 Introduction

Increasing competition in the insurance sector in developed countries, and
more recently record property and casualty (P&C) insurance claims reported by
global players (CEA, 2010; Europe Economics, 2010), has generated remarkable
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pressures on the financial stability of P&C divisions within insurance firms, lead-
ing to increased technical reserves and requiring a higher capital base (European
Parliament, 2009). At the same time we have witnessed a remarkable expansion of
investment management divisions, reinforcing the role of insurers as institutional
investors competing in fixed income and equity markets with other players such
as pension and mutual funds. Increasing market volatility in the last few years
has, as a result, affected large insurers’ market risk exposure. Regulatory bodies,
through the Solvency II regulation (European Parliament, 2009; ISVAP, 2010), have
supported risk-based capital allocation measures for insurance firms as a whole.
As a response large insurance companies have pursued restructuring aimed from
an operational perspective at integrating the historical insurance business with the
investment management business. Such an integration is also motivated by the per-
ceived role of the P&C division as a liquidity buffer for the cash deficits gener-
ated by fixed income portfolios typically held by risk-averse investment divisions.
A trade-off between safe liquidity conditions, key to shareholders’ short–medium-
term returns, and long-term business sustainability has emerged and lead to strate-
gies based on long-term horizons. This motivates the adoption of a multistage
stochastic programming (MSP) problem formulation (Birge and Louveaux, 1997;
Cariño et al., 1994; Consigli and Dempster, 1998; Mulvey and Erkan, 2005; Zenios
and Ziemba, 2007a) able to capture both short- and long-term goals. Contrary to
current standards in insurance-based investment divisions which largely rely on
one-period static approaches (de Lange et al., 2003; Mulvey and Erkan, 2003;
Zenios and Ziemba, 2007b), the adoption of dynamic approaches allows both the
extension of the decision horizon and a more accurate short-term modelling of P&C
variables.

In this chapter we present an asset–liability management (ALM) problem inte-
grating the definition of an optimal asset allocation policy over a 10-year planning
horizon with the inclusion of liability constraints generated by an ongoing P&C
business (de Lange et al., 2003; Dempster et al., 2003; Mulvey and Erkan, 2005;
Mulvey et al., 2007). Relying on a simplified P&C income statement we clarify the
interaction between the investment and the classical insurance business and intro-
duce an objective function capturing short-, medium-, and long-term goals within a
multistage model. The planning horizon is divided in six time periods: four quarters
in the first year and then 2 and 7 years to reach the 10-year horizon. Over this period
alternative insurance and financial scenarios will affect the insurance management
optimal forward policy. We show that integrated management of the insurance liabil-
ity and asset portfolios is required to protect firm solvency in the presence of unex-
pectedly increased P&C claims. A relatively simple multivariate Gaussian return
model is adopted to generate return scenarios (Dupačová et al., 2001) for a realis-
tic investment universe including fixed income, equity, and real estate investment
opportunities.

Multistage stochastic programming techniques have only occasionally been
applied to ALM problems for the insurance sector since the seminal work
(Cariño et al., 1994; Zenios and Ziemba, 2007b) for the Japanese Yasuda-
Kasai Insurance company. Notable examples specifically addressing strategic
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management problems for P&C insurance through stochastic programming
approaches are given by Gaivoronski et al. (2001), de Lange et al. (2003), Mul-
vey and Erkan (2003, 2005), and Mulvey et al. (2007) for the Norwegian and US
markets in particular. Far more extensive is the related literature on institutional
ALM problems that have similar features to the analysis conducted in this chap-
ter. The development of a real-world application and the relevant modelling issues
induced by the problem motivate this contribution. As for many other global players
in the market, the insurance company for which the model has been developed has
an historical record of liability-driven strategic asset allocation largely relying on
sophisticated statistical models and simulation tools as well as one-period optimiza-
tion techniques.

The chapter includes in Section 5.2 a description of the key P&C income
variables and clarifies the interaction between short-, medium-, and long-term
objectives relevant to insurance management. In Section 5.3 we formulate the
asset–liability management model and define the data processes underlying the
problem. In Section 5.4 we present a real-world application (with modified num-
bers for confidentiality reasons) and summarize the collected evidence to date.
Section 5.5 concludes.

5.2 P&C Income Generation and Asset Allocation

We consider an insurance company holding a property and casualty liability port-
folio with annual issuance of insurance contracts and a diversified asset portfolio
spanning fixed income, real estate, and equity markets. The insurance management
sets a target for the end-of-the-year operating profit on an annual basis and seeks
an optimal trade-off between this short-term goal, medium-term industrial plan tar-
gets, and a (10-year) long-term sustainability goal. The company’s financial sound-
ness will depend on the solidity of both the P&C business division, hereafter also
referred to as the technical division, and the investment division. In a simplified
framework, with stable insurance provisions and reserves, we assume that technical
profitability primarily depends on collected annual premiums, operating and human
resource costs, and, crucially, recorded insurance claims. We assume throughout
that the company will fix insurance premiums so as to maintain its market position
within a highly competitive market and that the operational efficiency with minimal
operating, staff and administrative costs is maintained over time exogenously to the
optimal financial management problem. In this setting alternative insurance claim
scenarios are likely from 1 year to the next to heavily affect the company technical
profitability. Increasing technical provisions may, on the other hand, weaken the
capital base. This is indeed the risk faced currently by several global players in the
insurance sector (Europe Economics, 2010), with record claims in the automotive
and increasingly the real estate sector, and regarding catastrophic events (CAT risk
events). Under such conditions the management will search for an asset portfo-
lio strategy able to preserve the firm’s liquidity in the short term and its overall
sustainability in the long term. Only the first goal can be accommodated within
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Table 5.1 Simplified
technical and investment
income decomposition
for a P&C firm

Income statement

Insurance premiums
– p&c claims
– staff
– administration and other costs
= technical income A

Realised capital gains
+ equity dividends
+ margin of interest
= investment income B

A+ B = profit before taxes
– taxes
= net profit

a static 1-year decision problem. The investment profit depends on realized price
gains from trading, dividends, and interest cash flows generated by the asset port-
folio; see Table 5.1. Risky investment strategies may very well generate sufficient
liquidity and financial profit over 1 year but then lead to heavy long-term losses,
jeopardizing the company’s market position and solvency. Revenues and costs, as
shown in Table 5.1, will affect annually the firm’s profitability and are considered
in the ALM model formulation.

The P&C annual operating profit does not consider the portfolio’s gain and
losses, which, if unrealized, reflect the asset portfolio’s revaluation over time (and
can translate into current realized gains or losses if required). If actually real-
ized portfolio profits and losses are nevertheless considered outside the core insur-
ance activity. Net of future liabilities, the maximization of the investment portfo-
lio expected value, can thus be considered a medium-term goal to be pursued by
the management. Realized investment and technical profits, together with unreal-
ized gains, will eventually jointly determine the business long-term sustainability
reflected in the 10-year target. We assume a 10-year decision horizon with the first
year divided into four quarters, a subsequent 2-year stage and a final 7-year stage as
shown in Fig. 5.1.

Decisions are allowed at the beginning of each stage respecting the nonanticipa-
tivity, i.e. historical dependence only, of the decision process. At the 10-year horizon

Fig. 5.1 Decision stages over a 10-year horizon
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Fig. 5.2 Balanced technical and investment profit generation

the result of the adopted strategy can only be observed, with no further decisions
made. The objective function of the MSP problem presented in Section 5.3 reflects
the dynamic nature of management’s goals over an extended decision horizon. The
optimal investment strategy will depend directly on future P&C scenarios and the
asset portfolio risk exposure. With balanced technical and investment profit gen-
eration, under normal operating conditions, the pattern of Fig. 5.2 over a 10-year
horizon results.

We may assume in what follows that Fig. 5.2 displays an average scenario,
which ceteris paribus will support the relatively independent management of the
technical and the investment divisions. In general, however, years of profitable tech-
nical activity may come with negative financial market scenarios and vice versa.
Investment strategies will adapt to such scenarios. Consistent with the adopted
MSP formulation with recourse, a discrete tree process is adopted for return
and liability scenarios affecting the insurance management optimal policy. Uncer-
tainty affects year-by-year premium collection by the firm and associated insur-
ance claims, whose evolution will also depend on current inflation, while on the
asset side price and cash returns will depend on financial market behaviour. The
results presented in this chapter will clarify the advantages of integrated asset–
liability management, in particular under stringent liability scenarios, and the poten-
tial of a multistage stochastic programming formulation to capture the fundamental
trade-offs affecting the insurance firm’s optimal strategy, unlike a one-period static
formulation.
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5.3 Asset–Liability Management for P&C Companies

A generic P&C ALM problem relies on the specification by the insurance firm’s
actuarial division of the reserves and expected cash flows from premiums and
insurance claims. In a multistage approach such inputs provide a first-year aver-
age scenario to depart from in order to assess, assuming ongoing business, the
effects of these departures on longer term technical scenarios and to find an opti-
mal asset management strategy under exogenous liquidity constraints. This set of
scenario-dependent variables reflects the uncertainty faced by management in a
dynamic framework. As shown in Fig. 5.1 the initial model decision at time t = 0
is the only one taken under full uncertainty, while subsequent decisions will all
depend on previous decisions and future residual uncertainty. Such uncertainty is
modelled through a scenario tree (Consigli et al., 2010; Dupačová et al., 2001;
Kouwenberg, 2001; Pflug and Römisch, 2007) such as the one shown schematically
in Fig. 5.3: every path, from the root node to a leaf node at the 10-year horizon
represents a scenario.

The stochastic programming formulation relies on the specification of the under-
lying random factors as tree processes endowed with a given branching structure. In
the formulation of the ALM problem we denote by R(t, s) the insurance premiums
collected in stage t under scenario s. Premiums represent the fundamental cash flows
generated every year by the technical business. For given P&C contract renewals,
the insurance actuarial division will periodically revise its estimate on forthcoming
claims L(t, s) and required statutory and discretional reserves �(t, s). These quan-
tities for given human resources and administrative costs C(t, s) will determine
the behaviour of the company’s combined ratio: this is the ratio of all insurance

Fig. 5.3 A 5.4.2.2.2.2 scenario tree schema
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claims and technical costs to the earned premiums. A bad liability scenario will
thus be associated with increasing insurance claims at a time of reducing premium
renewals and operational inefficiency. Consequently the ex post combined ratio will
increase and may go over the 100% threshold. The firm’s investment profit, instead,
is generated by realized capital gains G(t, s) in stage t , scenario s; the interest
margin, defined as the difference between positive and negative interest cash flows,
M(t, s) = I+(t, s)− I−(t, s); and by dividends D(t, s) and other financial revenues
Y (t, s).

The annual income�(t, s) is determined by the sum of technical and investment
profit. The net income, here assumed entirely distributed, is derived by subtracting
the corporate tax T from the profit D−(t, s) = �(t, s)(1− T ).

5.3.1 The ALM Model

The ALM problem is formulated as a linear MSP recourse problem (Birge and
Louveaux, 1997; Consigli 2007; Consigli and Dempster, 1998) over six stages.
The optimal root node decision is taken at time t0 = 0 and, from a practical
viewpoint, represents the key implementable decision. Recourse decisions occur at
t1 = 0.25 (after a quarter), t2 = 0.5, t3 = 0.75, t4 = 1 year, and t5 = 3 years.
The objective function includes a first-year profit shortfall with respect to a target
(at t4), a 3-year expected excess portfolio value relative to the insurance reserves
(at t5), and a 10-year wealth objective (at t6 = H ):

max
x∈X

{−λ1 E
[
�̃t4 −�t4 |�t4 < �̃t4

]+ λ2 E
(
Xt5 −�t5

)+ λ3 E [WH ]
}
, (5.1)

with λ1 + λ2 + λ3 = 1, 0 ≤ λ1, λ2, λ3 ≤ 1.
The first-year horizon reflects the short-term objective to be achieved at the end

of the current year: a target net profit is included and for given liabilities and ran-
dom cash flows over the initial four quarters the model will tend to minimize the
expected shortfall with respect to the target (Artzner et al., 1999; Rockafellar and
Uryasev, 2002). The intermediate 3-year objective reflects the maximization of the
investment portfolio value above the P&C liabilities. The 10-year expected terminal
wealth objective, finally, reflects management’s need to maximize on average the
long-term realized and unrealized profits.

The prospective optimal strategy is determined as a set of scenario-dependent
decisions to maximize this objective function subject to several constraints. Decision
variables include holding, selling, and buying indices in a representative strategic
investment universe. We distinguish the set i ∈ I1, including all interest-bearing
assets with a specified maturity, from i ∈ I2, which includes real estate and equity
assets without an expiry date. The asset universe is I = I1 ∪ I2:
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x+(i, t, s) investment in stage t , scenario s, of asset i (with maturity Ti for
i ∈ I1);

x−(i, h, t, s) selling in stage t , scenario s, of asset i (with maturity Ti for i ∈ I1)
that was bought in h;

xexp(i, h, t, s) maturity in stage t , scenario s, of asset i ∈ I1 that was bought
in h;

x(i, h, t, s) holding in stage t , scenario s, of asset i (with maturity Ti for i ∈ I1)
that was bought in h;

z(t, s) = z+(t, s)− z−(t, s) cash account in stage t , scenario s.

The investment epochs h = t0, t1, . . . , tn−1 are also introduced in order to esti-
mate the capital gains on specific investments. An extended set of linear constraints
will determine the feasibility region of the SP problem (Birge and Louveaux, 1997;
Consigli and Dempster, 1998).

5.3.1.1 Inventory Balance Constraints

The inventory balance constraints affect the time evolution of the asset portfolio.
Given an initial input portfolio the constraints take care of the stage evolution of
the optimal strategy. Starting at time 0 we model the market value of the investment
at each node along a scenario, for each asset class i . Unlike real estate and equity
investments, fixed income portfolio holdings are assumed to carry a maturity date.

At time 0 an initial input portfolio
◦
xi , prior to any rebalancing decision, is assumed.

We distinguish between the initial time 0 constraints and those for the later stages:

xi,0 = ◦xi + x+i,0 − x−i,0 ∀i ∈ I,
X0 =∑

i∈I xi,0.
(5.2)

For t = t1, t2, . . . , H , all scenarios s = 1, 2, . . . , S

xi,h,t j (s) = xi,h,t j−1(s)
(
1+ ρi,t j (s)

)− x−i,h,t j
(s)− xexp

i,h,t j
(s) ∀i, h < t j ,

xi,t j (s) =
∑

h<t j
xi,h,t j (s)+ x+i,t j

(s) ∀i,
Xt (s) =∑

i xi,t (s).

(5.3)

At each stage the market returns ρi,t j (s) for asset i realized in scenario s at time t j

will determine the portfolio revaluation paths: previous stage holdings plus buying
decisions minus selling and expiry will define the new portfolio position for the
following period. Each rebalancing decision, jointly with all cash flows induced by
P&C premium renewals and claims, will determine the cash balance evolution up to
the horizon.

5.3.1.2 Cash Balance Constraints

We consider cash outflows due to liability payments, negative interest on cash
account deficits, dividend payments to the holding company or to shareholders in
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the second quarter of each year, corporate taxes, buying decisions, and operating
and human resource costs. Cash inflows are due to insurance premiums, equity div-
idends, fixed income coupon payments, asset expiry (fixed income benchmarks),
selling decisions, and interest on cash account surpluses. For t = 0, given an initial

cash balance
◦
z

◦
z +∑

i x−i,0 −
∑

i x+i,0 + z+0 − z−0 = 0 ∀i ∈ I. (5.4)

For t = t1, t2, . . . , tn and s = 1, 2, .., S

z+t j−1
(s)

(
1+ ζ+t j

(s)
)
− z−t j−1

(s)
(

1+ ζ−t j
(s)

)
− z+t j

(s)+ z−t j
(s) (5.5)

+
∑
i∈I1

∑
h<t j

x−i,h,t j
(s)

(
1+ ηi,h,t j (s)

)+∑
i∈I2

∑
h<t j

x−i,h,t j
(s)

+
∑
i∈I1

∑
h<t j

xexp
i,h,t j

(s)−
∑
i∈I

x+i,t j
(s)+

∑
i∈I2

xi,t j−1(s)δi,t j (s)

+Rt j (s)− Lt j (s)− Ct j (s)− D−t j
(s)− Tt j (s) = 0.

Along each scenario, consistent with the assumed tree structure, cash surpluses and
deficits will be passed forward to the following stage together with the accrual inter-
est. Very low positive interest rates ζ+t j

(s) and penalty negative interest rates ζ−t j
(s)

will force the investment manager to minimize cash holdings over time. The cash
surplus at the end of the horizon is part of company terminal wealth.

5.3.1.3 Bounds on the Asset Portfolio

Rebalancing decisions over the decision horizon are typically constrained to main-
tain a sufficient portfolio diversification and avoid undesirable portfolio instabilities.
For t = t1, . . . , tn , i = 1, . . . , I , and s = 1, . . . , S, we have

li Xt j (s) ≤ xi,t j (s) ≤ ui Xt j (s), (5.6)

where li and ui define percentage lower and upper bounds on holdings in asset i with
respect to the current portfolio position. A maximum turnover will limit portfolio
rebalancing from one stage to the next. For t = t1, t2, . . . , tn , i ∈ I , and s =
1, . . . , S

∑
i

∑
h<t

x−i,h,t (s)+
∑

i

x+i,t (s) ≤ 0.30 ·
[∑

i

Xi,t−1(s) ·
(
1+ ρi,t (s)

)]
. (5.7)

Following Table 5.1 the profit equation and the terminal wealth include a set of
random variables capturing both the technical and investment business sides.
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5.3.1.4 Profit and Terminal Wealth

For t = t1, t2, t3, s = 1, 2, .., S, prior to dividend distribution, given �0 = 0 at the
start of the year, we compute recursively for every stage along each scenario s an
aggregate insurance profit as

�t j (s) = �t j−1(s)+
∑
i=I2

∑
h<t j

x−i,h,t j
(s) · γi,h,t j (s)+ (5.8)

+
∑
i∈I2

xi,t j−1(s)δi,t j (s)+ Mt j (s)+ Rt j (s)− Lt j (s)− Ct j (s), (5.9)

where Mt j (s), the interest margin at time t j under scenario s, is clarified below.
All other quantities in (5.9) have been introduced already. At business year end, for
t = t4, t5, t6, we compute the corporate tax payment and the net income results:

Tt j (s) = �t j (s) · T ,
D−t j
(s) = �t j (s)− Tt j (s).

The terminal wealth at tn = H in each scenario s is the sum of the holding portfolio,
the cash surplus, and the realized profit:

WH (s) = X H (s)+�H (s)+ zH (s). (5.10)

Following (5.9) and (5.10) which define the quantities in the objective function at
t6 = 10y and t4 = 1y, the optimal strategy will focus in the short term on realized
profits, and in the long term jointly on realized and unrealized profits.

5.3.2 Scenario Generation

The optimal ALM strategy in the model depends on an extended set of asset
and liability processes. We assume a multivariate normal distribution for monthly
price returns of a representative set of market benchmarks including fixed income,
equity, and real estate indices. The following I = 12 investment opportunities are
considered: for i = 1: the EURIBOR 3 months; for i = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6: the Bar-
clays Treasury indices for maturity buckets 1–3, 3–5, 5–7, 7–10, and 10+ years,
respectively; for i = 7, 8, 9, 10: the Barclays Corporate indices, again spanning
maturities 1–3, 3–5, 5–7, and 7–10 years; finally for i = 11: the GPR Real
Estate Europe index and i = 12: the MSCI EMU equity index. Recall that in
our notation I1 includes all fixed income assets and I2 the real estate and equity
investments.

The benchmarks represent total return indices incorporating over time the securi-
ties’ cash payments. In the definition of the strategic asset allocation problem, unlike
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real estate and equity investments, money market and fixed income benchmarks
are assumed to have a fixed maturity equal to their average duration (3 months,
2 years, 4, 6, and 8.5 years for the corresponding Treasury and Corporate indices
and 12 years for the 10+ Treasury index). Income cashflows due to coupon payments
will be estimated ex post through an approximation described below upon selling
or expiry of fixed income benchmarks and disentangled from price returns. Equity
investments will instead generate annual dividends through a price-adjusted random
dividend yield. Finally, for real estate investments a simple model focusing only on
price returns is considered. Scenario generation translates the indices return trajec-
tories for the above market benchmarks into a tree process (see, for instance, the tree
structure in Fig. 5.3) for the ALM coefficients (Consigli et al., 2010; Chapters 15
and 16): this is referred to in the sequel as the tree coefficient process. We rely on
the process nodal realizations (Chapter 4) to identify the coefficients to be associated
with each decision variable in the ALM model. We distinguish in the decision model
between asset and liability coefficients.

5.3.2.1 Asset Return Scenarios

The following random coefficients must be derived from the data process simula-
tions along the specified scenario tree. For each scenario s, at t = t0, t1, . . . , tn = H ,
we define

ρi,t (s): the return of asset i at time t in scenario s;
δi,t (s): the dividend yield of asset i at time t in scenario s;
ηi,h,t (s): a positive interest at time t in scenario s per unit investment in asset

i ∈ I1, in epoch h;
γi,h,t (s): the capital gain at time t in scenario s per unit investment in asset

i ∈ I2 in epoch h;
ζ
+/−
t (s): the (positive and negative) interest rates on the cash account at time t

in scenario s.

Price returns ρi,t (s) under scenario s are directly computed from the associ-
ated benchmarks Vi,t (s) assuming a multivariate normal distribution, with ρ :=
{ρi (ω)}, ρ ∼ N (μ,�), where ω denotes a generic random element, and μ and �
denote the return mean vector and variance–covariance matrix, respectively. In the
statistical model we consider for i ∈ I 12 investment opportunities and the inflation
rate. Denoting by �t a monthly time increment and given the initial values Vi,0 for
i = 1, 2, .., 12, we assume a stochastic difference equation for Vi,t :

ρi,t (s) = Vi,t (s)− Vi,t−�t (s)

Vi,t−�t (s)
, (5.11)

�Vi,t (s)

Vi,t (s)
= μ�t +��Wt (s). (5.12)
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Table 5.2 Asset class statistics

Asset class
Mean return per
annum (%)

Implied income
coefficient (%)

Return volatility
per annum (%)

x1 Euribor 3 months 1.21 0.00 1.16
x2 Barcap Euro Agg Treasuries 1–3 Y 4.12 1.62 1.74
x3 Barcap Euro Agg Treasuries 3–5 Y 4.89 1.89 3.10
x4 Barcap Euro Agg Treasuries 5–7 Y 5.40 2.40 3.98
x5 Barcap Euro Agg Treasuries 7–10 Y 5.62 2.62 4.74
x6 Barcap Euro Agg Treasuries 10+ Y 6.15 3.15 6.75
x7 Barcap Euro Agg Corp 1–3 Y 4.45 1.70 1.99
x8 Barcap Euro Agg Corp 3–5 Y 4.82 1.57 3.41
x9 Barcap Euro Agg Corp 5–7 Y 5.03 1.78 5.15
x10 Barcap Euro Agg Corp 7–10 Y 5.16 1.91 6.68
x11 GPR Real Estate Europe 5.51 0.00 12.30
x12 MSCI EMU 3.92 2.00 22.19

In (5.12), �Wt ∼ N (0,�t). We show in Tables 5.2 and 5.3 the estimated sta-
tistical parameters adopted to generate through Monte Carlo simulation (Consigli
et al., 2010; Glasserman, 2003) the correlated monthly returns in (5.12) for each
benchmark i and scenario s. Monthly returns are then compounded according to
the horizon partition (see Fig. 5.1) following a prespecified scenario tree structure.
The return scenarios in tree form are then passed on to an algebraic language deter-
ministic model generator to produce the stochastic program deterministic equivalent
instance (Consigli and Dempster, 1998).

Equity dividends are determined independently in terms of the equity position at
the beginning of a stage as

∑
i∈I2

xi,t j−1(s)δi,t j (s), where δi,t j (s) ∼ N (0.02, 0.005)
is the dividend yield.

Interest margin Mt j (s) = I+t j
(s) − I−t j

(s) is computed by subtracting negative

from positive interest cash flows. Negative interest I−t j
(s) = z−t j−1

(s)ζ−t j
(s) is gener-

ated by short positions on the current account according to a fixed 2% spread over
the Euribor 3-month rate for the current period. The positive interest rate for cash
surplus is fixed at ζ+(t, s) = 0.5% for all t and s.

Positive interest I+t j
(s) is calculated from return scenarios of fixed income invest-

ments i ∈ I2 using buying–selling price differences assuming initial unit invest-
ments; this may be regarded as a suitable first approximation. In the case of negative
price differences, the loss is entirely attributed to price movements and the interest
accrual is set to 0.
We recognize that this is a significant simplifying assumption. It is adopted here
to avoid the need for an explicit yield curve model, whose introduction would go
beyond the scope of a case study. Nevertheless we believe that this simplification
allows one to recognize the advantages of a dynamic version of the portfolio man-
agement problem.

No coupon payments are otherwise assumed during the life of the fixed income
benchmarks:
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I+(t j , s) =
∑
i∈I1

∑
h<t j

x−i,h,t j
(s) · ηi,h,t j (s),

ηi (h, t, s) = max

[
1− 1∏

τ=h+1,...,t (1+ ρi (τ, s))
; 0

]
.

Capital gains and losses γi,h,t j (s) for real estate and equity investments, i ∈ I2, are
generated in the same way, but allowing in this case for negative returns:

G(t, s) =
∑
i=I2

(∑
h<t

x−i,h,t j
(s) · γi,h,t j (s)

)
,

γi,h,t j (s) = 1− 1∏
τ=h+1,...,t (1+ ρi (τ, s))

.

Scenarios for ρi (t, s) are first generated by Monte Carlo simulation, then com-
pounded to identify, for i ∈ I2, the accrual interest and, for i ∈ I2, the capital
gains or losses according to the above definitions.

5.3.2.2 Liability Scenarios

Annual premium renewals by P&C policyholders represent the key technical income
on which the company relies for its ongoing business requirements. Premiums have
associated random insurance claims over the years and, depending on the business
cycle and the claim class, they might induce different reserve requirements. The
latter constitute the insurance company’s most relevant liability. In our analysis pre-
miums are assumed to be written annually and will be stationary over the 10-year
horizon with limited volatility. Insurance claims are also assumed to remain stable
over time in nominal terms, but with an inflation adjustment that in the long term
may affect the company’s short-term liquidity. For a given estimate of insurance
premiums R0 collected in the first year, along scenario s, for t = t1, t2, . . . , H , with
er ∼ N (1, 0.03), we assume that

Rt j (s) =
[
Rt j−1(s) · er

]
. (5.13)

Insurance claims are assumed to grow annually at the inflation rate and in nom-
inal terms are constant in expectation. For given initial liability L0, with el ∼
N (1, 0.01)

Lt j (s) =
(
Lt j−1(s) · el

)
(1+ πt j (s)). (5.14)

Every year the liability stream is assumed to vary in the following year according
to a normal distribution with the previous year’s mean and a 1% volatility per year
with a further inflation adjustment. Given π(0) at time 0, the inflation process πt (s)
is assumed to follow a mean-reverting process
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�πt (s) = απ(μ− πt (s))�t + σπ�Wt (s), (5.15)

with μ set in our case study to the 2% European central bank target and �Wt ∼
N (0,�t). As for the other liability variables technical reserves are computed as a
linear function of the current liability as �t (s) = Lt (s) · λ, where λ in our case
study is approximated by 1/0.3 as estimated by practitioner opinion.

Operational costs Ct j (s) include staff and back-office and are assumed to
increase at the inflation rate. For a given initial estimate C0, along each scenario
and stage, we have

Ct j (s) = Ct j−1(s) · (1+ πt j (s)). (5.16)

Bad liability scenarios will be induced by years of premium reductions associated
with unexpected insurance claim increases, leading to higher reserve requirements
that, in turn, would require a higher capital base. A stressed situation is discussed
in Section 5.4 to emphasize the flexibility of dynamic strategies to adapt to bad
technical scenarios and compensate for such losses. The application also shows that
within a dynamic framework the insurance manager is able to achieve an optimal
trade-off between investment and technical profit generation across scenarios and
over time, and between risky and less risky portfolio positions.

5.3.2.3 Statistical Estimation

The statistical parameters in Table 5.2 have been estimated on monthly observations
from January 1999 to December 2009 to provide the inputs to the scenario generator.

The inflation rate process is estimated by the method of moments (Campbell
et al., 1997) with long-term mean equal to the European Central Bank target of 2%,
with a mean-reversion coefficient of 0.7 and volatility 0.50%.

Price returns are computed taking correlation into account: a canonical Choleski
decomposition is applied to the correlation matrix and integrated into a Monte Carlo
simulator (Consigli et al., 2010; Glasserman, 2003) to yield price transitions on the
given scenario tree structure. Table 5.3 displays the correlation coefficients between
the asset returns plus, in row 13, the correlation with the inflation process.

A symmetric tree structure with branching 7.4.3.2.2.2 is considered in the case
study leading to 672 scenarios at the horizon. This is a relatively small tree over
10 years, but sufficient to highlight the flexibility of the dynamic stochastic pro-
gramming approach. The statistical assumptions adopted here are relatively sim-
ple and are considered for preliminary testing purposes. The scenario tree process
for each benchmark in (5.12) is generated from Monte Carlo simulation based on
the above coefficients following the introduced conditional structure. See the other
contributions to this volume for scenario generation procedures more suitable for
long-term planning problems, in particular (Chapters 14, 15, and 16).
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5.4 Case Study: A 10-Year P&C ALM Problem

We present results for a test problem modelling a large P&C company assumed
to manage a portfolio worth 10 billion e (bln) at t0. The firm’s management has
set a first-year operating profit of 400 million e (mln) and wishes to maximize in
expectation the company realized and unrealized profits over 10 years. Company
figures have been disguised for confidentiality reasons, though preserving the key
elements of the original ALM problem. We name the P&C company Danni Group.

The following tree structure is assumed in this case study. The current imple-
mentable decision, corresponding to the root node, is set at 2 January 2010
(Table 5.4).

Within the model the P&C management will revise its strategy quarterly during
the first year to minimize the expected shortfall with respect to the target.

Initial conditions in the problem formulation include average first-year insurance
premiums R(t) estimated at 4.2 blne, liability reserves�(0) equal to 6.5 blne, and
expected insurance claims L(t) in the first year of 2.2 blne. The optimal investment
policy, furthermore, is constrained by the following upper and lower bounds relative
to the current portfolio value:

• Bond portfolio upper bound: 85%
• Equity portfolio upper bound: 20%
• Corporate portfolio upper bound: 30%
• Real estate portfolio upper bound: 25%
• Desired turnover at rebalanced dates: ≤30%
• Cash lower bound: 5%

The results that follow are generated through a set of software modules com-
bining MATLAB 7.4b as the main development tool, GAMS 21.5 as the model
generator and solution method provider, and Excel 2007 as the input and output
data collector running under a Windows XP operating system with 1 GB of RAM
and a dual processor.

The objective function (5.1) of the P&C ALM problem considers a trade-
off between short-, medium-, and long-term goals through the coefficients λ1 =
0.5, λ2 = 0.2, and λ3 = 0.3 at the 10-year horizon. The first coefficient deter-
mines a penalty on profit target shortfalls. The second and the third coefficients are
associated, respectively, with a medium-term portfolio value decision criterion and
long-term terminal wealth. Rebalancing decisions can be taken at decision epochs
from time 0 up to the beginning of the last stage; no decisions are allowed at the
horizon.

Table 5.4 P&C case study time and space discretization

10 years Start date: 2.1.2010

Planning horizon Stages 1 2 3 4 5 6

Stage time distribution h&n 3 m 6 m 9 m 1 y 3 y 10 y
Tree structure 7 4 3 2 2 2
Scenarios 7 28 84 168 336 672
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Over the planning horizon the investment manager may exploit cash surpluses
generated by the technical activity or suffer from liquidity deficits due to technical
losses. We analyse the first-stage implementable decision and the average portfolio
evolution over the 10-year horizon. Along a specific mean scenario the aggregated
technical and investment profit dynamics are considered in order to highlight the
implications of realized and unrealized profit generation. The analysis is first applied
to the case of an average mean liability scenario and then to a stressed scenario
induced by severe liability losses, as experienced in recent years by several large
insurance firms. No risk capital constraints are explicitly considered in the prob-
lem leading, as explained below, to optimal strategies that may model the results
expensive from the regulatory capital viewpoint (European Parliament, 2009). We
show however, even under very negative insurance claim scenarios, that a dynamic
investment strategy is able to avoid significant capital impact and preserve the firm’s
solvency.

The optimal problem solution leads to the terminal wealth distribution of
Fig. 5.4 defined as the sum of a cash surplus, the investment portfolio value, and
realized profits from both technical and investment activity. Thanks to a struc-
tural liquidity surplus from the technical business and an active portfolio strategy,
the insurance manager will achieve sufficient terminal wealth even under the less
favourable financial scenario.

Best, worst, and average wealth scenarios are defined with respect to the above
distribution as those specific scenarios remaining over the 10-year horizon closest
to the set of highest, lowest, and mean wealth realizations at each stage. We present
below a set of optimal strategies along a mean wealth scenario W

(
ω̂t )

)
, where ω̂t

is selected by first computing the expectation E(ωs
t )) at each stage across scenar-

ios and then identifying a specific scenario which, in terms of Euclidean distance,
remains over time within a neighbourhood N

(
E(ωs

t ), ε
)

of radius ε of that scenario.
In a similar fashion the best and worst scenarios may be identified: first the best and
worst wealth realizations in each stage are specified and then those scenarios which
(from the root to the leaf nodes) remain closest to those realizations within a given
tolerance are identified. The described portfolio strategies are in this way associated
with scenarios actually forecast by the scenario generator.

Fig. 5.4 Terminal wealth distribution
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5.4.1 Optimal Investment Policy Under P&C Liability Constraints

The optimal portfolio composition at time 0, current time, the only one under full
uncertainty regarding future financial scenarios, is displayed in Fig. 5.5.

Relying on a good liquidity buffer at time 0 the insurance manager will allocate
wealth evenly across the asset classes with a similar portion of long Treasury and
corporate bonds. As shown in Fig. 5.6 the optimal strategy will then progressively

Fig. 5.5 Danni Group – optimal root node decision

Fig. 5.6 Portfolio composition along the mean wealth scenario over time
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reduce holdings in equity and corporate bonds to increase the investment in Trea-
suries. A non-negligible real estate investment is kept throughout the 10 years. The
allocation in the real estate index remains relatively stable as a result of the per-
sistent company liquidity surplus. Real estate investments are overall preferred to
equity investments due to higher expected returns per unit volatility estimated from
the 1999 to 2009 historical sample. The optimal investment policy is characterized
by quarterly rebalancing decisions during the first year with limited profit-taking
operations allowed beyond the first business year. The 3-year objective is primar-
ily associated with the medium-term maximization of the portfolio asset value; the
strategy will maximize unrealized portfolio gains specifically from long Treasury
bonds, real estate, and corporate bonds. Over the 10 years the portfolio value moves
along the average scenario from the initial 10 bln e to roughly 14.3 bln e.

The optimal portfolio strategy is not affected by the liquidity constraints from
the technical side as shown in Table 5.5. Danni Group has a strong liquidity buffer
generated by the core insurance activity, but only sufficient on its own to reach the
target profit set at the end of the first business year.

At the year 1 horizon the investment manager seeks to minimize the profit tar-
get shortfall while keeping all the upside. Indeed a 1.1 billion e gross profit is
achieved prior to the corporate tax payment corresponding to roughly 750 mln
e net profit. Thanks to the safe operational environment, no pressure is put on the
investment side in terms of income generation and the investment manager is free
to focus on the maximization of portfolio value at the 3-year horizon. Over the final
7-year stage the portfolio manager can be expected to concentrate on both realized
and unrealized profit maximization, contributing to overall firm business growth, as
witnessed in Table 5.5 and Fig. 5.6. Empirical evidence suggests that P&C opti-
mal portfolio strategies, matching liabilities average life time, tend to concentrate
on assets with limited duration (e.g. 1–3 years). We show below that such a strat-
egy without an explicit risk capital constraint would penalize the portfolio terminal
value.

Table 5.5 Average Danni group income

Expected profit by sources

Average P&C income scenario

Stage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Time 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 3 10
Revenue 1060.88 1062.47 1070.48 1070.25 8491.90 29681.34
Liability stream –559.30 –559.03 –564.62 –563.87 –4563.54 –16089.6
Operating costs –200 –200 –200 –200 –1600 –5600
Technical income 301.57 303.43 305.86 306.38 2328.35 7991.74
Dividend inflows 0 31.49 0 16.40 0 0
Margin of interests 0.26 15.14 11.80 18.87 255.84 1837.21
Capital gain –54.38 –30.56 –30.47 –21.76 286.37 48.08
Investment income –59.64 16.07 –18.66 13.52 542.22 1885.29
Stage profit 246.93 319.50 287.19 319.89 2870.58 9877.03
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5.4.2 Dynamic Asset Allocation with λ1 = 1

Remaining within a dynamic framework in the objective function (5.1) of the P&C
ALM problem we set λ1 = 1, with thus λ2 = λ3 = 0 over the 10-year horizon.
The optimal policy will in this case be driven by the year 1 operating profit target,
carrying on until the end of the decision horizon.

Diving a different view from Fig. 5.6, we display in Figs. 5.7 and 5.8 the
optimal strategies in terms of the portfolio’s time-to-maturity structure in each
stage. Relative to the portfolio composition in Fig. 5.8 which corresponds to giv-
ing more weight to medium- and long-term objectives, the portfolio in Fig. 5.7
concentrates from stage 1 on fixed income assets with lower duration. During the
first year it shows an active rebalancing strategy and a more diversified portfo-
lio. At the 9-month horizon part of the portfolio is liquidated and the resulting
profit will minimize at the year 1 horizon the expected shortfall with respect to the
target. Thereafter the strategy, suggesting a buy and hold management approach,
will tend to concentrate on those assets that would not expire within the 10-year
horizon.

Consider now Fig. 5.8, recalling that no risk capital constraints are included in
the model. The strategy remains relatively concentrated on long bonds and assets
without a contractual maturity. Nevertheless the portfolio strategy is able to achieve
the first target and heavily overperform over the 10 years. At T = 10 years the first
portfolio in this representative scenario is worth roughly 12.1 billions e, while the
second achieves a value of 14.2 billions e.

Fig. 5.7 Danni Group – Mean scenario optimal portfolio composition with respect to assets’ time
to maturity, λ1 = 1, λ2 = λ3 = 0
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Fig. 5.8 Danni Group – mean scenario optimal portfolio composition with respect to assets’ time
to maturity λ1 = 0.5, λ2 = 0.2, λ3 = 0.3

The year 1 horizon is the current standard for insurance companies seeking an
optimal risk-reward trade-off typically within a static, one-period, framework. The
above evidence suggests that over the same short-term horizon, a dynamic setting
would in any case induce a more active strategy and, furthermore, a 10-year exten-
sion of the decision horizon would not jeopardize the short–medium-term profitabil-
ity of the P&C shareholder while achieving superior returns in the long term.

5.4.3 Investment Strategy Under Stressed P&C Scenarios

A different picture arises if a dramatic 50% increase of liability claims is assumed
while keeping premium renewals constant. Under these extreme conditions we anal-
yse the impact on the income statement and the portfolio strategy. We will show that
the investment policy would in such a case compensate the losses generated by the
technical business, whose combined ratio will go well above 100% under such a
situation.

Consider the figures in Table 5.6 which report a dramatic increase of insurance
claims on the technical side, to severely affect the firm’s liquidity over to 10-year
horizon. The lower part of the table shows that under such a scenario the portfolio
manager will modify her strategy to maintain a sufficient liquidity level, increase
the investment realized profit, and reduce the portfolio upside over the long horizon.

The optimal portfolio strategy will keep the overall P&C firm’s cumulative profit
positive until the end of the third year with a relatively sustainable loss over the
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Table 5.6 Danni group stress-case income split by profit source

Expected profit by sources

Stress-case P&C income scenario

Stage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Time 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 3 10
Cum. profit 54.2667 143.1944 238.8708 271.8932 404.1524 –213.813
Revenue 1046.833 1048.887 1042.324 1037.277 8319.786 28263.04
Liability stream –814.2763 –808.212 –810.66 –821.966 –6458 –23511.2
Operating costs –250.0513 –250.429 –250.451 –250.808 –2025.61 –7204.99
Technical income –17.4946 –9.7537 –18.7877 –35.4971 –163.82 –2453.11
Dividend inflows 0 31.4221 0 0 67.9724 439.4421
Margin of interests 71.7613 67.2592 62.5 68.5195 500 1799.854
Capital gain 0 0 51.9641 0 0 0
Investment income 71.7613 98.6813 114.4641 68.5195 567.9724 2239.296
Stage profit 54.2667 88.9276 95.6764 33.0224 404.1524 –213.814

residual horizon (last row in Table 5.6 which show the stage extensions leading to
roughly 30 million e annual losses). As shown in Fig. 5.10 the portfolio strategy
would yield a terminal portfolio worth 10.8 bln e. At time 0 the suggested optimal
investment policy is reported in Fig. 5.9.

The implementable first-stage (root node) decision is primarily concentrated in
long Treasury bonds and real estate.

Figure 5.10 shows that under such a stressed liability scenario the portfolio is kept
mainly in low-risk fixed income assets and that equity and real estate rebalancing
decisions help to preserve sufficient liquidity at the end of the first year. Thereafter
the investment manager seeks a portfolio value maximizing expected growth while
limiting any downside. Interestingly, compared with the one in Fig. 5.6, the portfolio
strategy represents a higher concentration in low-risk instruments on average, but
with appropriate relevant portfolio revisions over the horizon.

Fig. 5.9 Danni Group – optimal root node decision under the stressed scenario
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Fig. 5.10 Expected portfolio composition evolution in the stressed scenario

The impact of such a strategy can be clarified by comparing Fig. 5.11 with
Fig. 5.2 at the beginning of this chapter. The first-year target is not achieved under
the stressed scenario. A positive income is generated, however, and the first year
closes in profit. Therafter, the remarkable impact of the negative liability scenario is
compensated by the investment strategy employed.

Fig. 5.11 Expected profit in the stress scenario
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We can summarize the general conclusions for the Danni group’s management
which emerge from this case study solution:

The P&C company has strong liquidity and the estimated premium streams are
expected to generate a structural surplus over the planning horizon, greatly
reducing the pressure on the investment portfolio. Danni group’s combined
ratio is expected to remain well below 100% over the 10-year horizon.
A more aggressive premium policy can be conducted by reducing premiums
per contract type to expand the market and/or enlarge the spectrum of liability
contracts offered to the market

The first-year 400 mln e net profit target appears under the forecast market
and financial conditions to be underestimating the Danni group’s potential.
A more ambitious target could be proposed without jeopardizing the com-
pany’s long-term profitability. The wealth scenarios (combining the invest-
ment portfolio market value over time and the cumulative profit generated by
the activity) under worst-case market conditions define a final wealth at the
10-year horizon of around 11 bln e

During the first quarters of 2010 the portfolio manager is expected to keep a
diversified portfolio with 60% invested in long corporate and treasury bonds
and roughly 40% of its wealth in the real estate and the equity market. After
the first year, without a risk capital constraint on the asset–liability duration
mismatch, an increasing portion of the portfolio is expected to move towards
long fixed income instruments under both average and worst-case market
conditions. The expected optimal policy obviously depends on the objective
function and the generated scenario set: alternative statistical models may
lead to different optimal policies

The 3- and 10-year targets can be achieved by relying on current expectations
and the Danni group management may be confident that even an unexpected
increase of current liabilities without increasing provisions can be handled
by relying on current investment resources without jeopardizing long-term
business sustainability.

5.5 Conclusions

In this chapter we have presented the results of a dynamic asset–liability manage-
ment approach applied to a representative P&C case study. The evidence supports
the fundamental idea that a dynamic approach extends the potential of one-period
static approaches without losing any of their positive properties. It is possible and
convenient to introduce a dynamic preference order without jeopardizing the year
1 financial objective. Indeed the inclusion of stages prior to and beyond the year 1
horizon reduces the opportunity costs associated with the static approach and greatly
enhances the decision strategy flexibility with respect to contingent insurance fac-
tors. The joint consideration of liabilities and revenues across stages and scenarios
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allows the derivation of alternative optimal policies contingent on the current and
forward prevailing conditions. The key trade-off between short- and long-term prof-
itability can be handled across time and also across profit centres (technical versus
investment income), easing the assessment of the potential offered by each profit
line.

The case study with stressed liability scenarios presented shows that the dynamic
approach leads to risk control – hedging strategies – from the very beginning of the
planning horizon with relevant effects on the first-stage portfolio decision.

The analysis has been conducted relying on a set of simplifying assumptions,
specifically related to the absence of explicit risk capital allocation constraints (with
optimal strategies that, contrary to the industry practice, are not restricted from
allowing asset–liability duration gaps) and a relatively standard statistical model to
capture the core uncertainty of the problem. These limitations, which do not affect
the validity of the evidence collected, are currently been relaxed or removed to yield
a more accurate representation of the strategic P&C problem and link the dynamic
ALM model to the risk management model. The investment universe, furthermore,
will be extended to include a set of alternative investments (private equity, direct
real estate, renewable energy, and infrastructure) of primary importance for global
insurance companies worldwide. We will report the related results in a separate
study.
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